
     In her 2019 Black Enterprise Magazine article,

Charlene Rhinehart predicted that Black wealth

would soon register at zero. Citing a 36-page

report published by the Institute for Policy Studies

and Prosperity Now, Charlene wrote that along its

current trajectory “the median wealth of Black

Americans will fall to zero by 2053.”  Some

academics describe this already dismal forecast as

perhaps being more grim than experts initially

believed. According to economist, and former

Assistant Secretary of Commerce, Dr. Claud

Anderson, the economic influential power of Black

Americans in the United States is already nearly

non-existent.
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     Many other financial reports have

canvassed this same motif; take the 2016

National Association of Real Estate Brokers

report which states that current Black home

ownership has dropped below Black home

ownership rates of the 1930’s Great Depression

era; or a recent report from the Samuel DuBois

Cook Center on Social Equity, highlighting that

the median net worth of single Black women,

with a bachelor’s degree, ages 20-39 ranges

between -$11,000 and $0. Couple this with the

fact that according to Emmy-nominated

documentary producer, attorney, and co-

founder of ADOS (American Descendants of

Slavery), Antonio Moore, “five of the largest

landowners in America own more rural land

than all of Black America combined,” the

financial forecast for Black America is very

bleak and poised to remain so for generations

—perhaps in perpetuity.

     Many experts agree that group-based

cooperative economics and community building

are essential to long-term racial and ethnic

financial viability in the United States. Some

great documented examples of cooperative

economics in action can be found in

communities like German Village, located in

Columbus, Ohio, Indiana, and Leavenworth

(germangirlinamerica); Little Havana in Florida

and Spanish Harlem or “El Barrio” in New York

(MiamiandBeaches); the Chinatowns of New

York City, San Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia,

Los Angeles, D.C. and Chicago (USAToday); and

India Square or “Little India” in New Jersey

(The Wall Street Journal); and finally Jewish

communities in New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and Los Angeles (Jewish Virtual

Library). These are communities where

neighbors of the same social, ethnic and racial

background buy, sell and trade amongst each

other in a concerted and systematic effort to

build a sense of community, financial strength

and political muscle.net worth of single Black
women with a bachelor’s

degree ages 20-39 ranges
between -$11,000 and $0. 
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 the halting of the Muslim ban which blocked travel to

the U.S. from predominantly Muslim and African

countries;

·an executive order halting the construction of the

border wall with Mexico;

an order reinforcing Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964 to prevent the federal government from

discriminating on the basis of sexual orientation or

gender identity;

an order blocking the deportation of Liberians in the

U.S.;

an order reinforcing DACA for Dreamers;

a tribal consultation memorandum ceding power to

U.S.-based Native American sovereign nations; and

an executive order condemning the wave of racism

being directed at Asian Americans in response to the

pandemic.

     Historically, the U.S. government has played an active

role in fostering a political environment suitable for group

economics and wealth building. In some instances the feds

have facilitated this by crafting favorable laws and

policies, providing free land, liberal tax breaks, grants,

resources, and prime business loans which socially and

economically benefit specific protected classes. Consider

statutes and policies like the Homestead Act of 1862, the

1965 amendments to the Immigration and Naturalization

Act sparked by the Black-American Civil Rights

movement, the DACA Act, or the DAPA program, just to

name a few.  

 

     More recently, President Biden has signed a flurry of

executive orders, proclamations and memorandums

evidencing how the federal government honors its

obligation of protecting the interests of minorities,

documented, undocumented and naturalized citizens. Some

of the recent legislation includes: 

Unfortunately, the American government however has

historically been more responsive in advocating for the

substantive rights and benefits of some racial, ethnic and

minority groups more than others, according to some

reports.

     Historically, many of the favorable laws, policies, and

financial incentives provided to other minority groups

have not been enjoyed by Foundational Black Americans.

And set asides are frequently lost in the fog of “racial

and gender equity for all” rhetoric and policies. Consider

the Homestead Act of 1862 under which millions of acres

of land was given away predominantly to immigrants and

Europeans, with only a small percentage distributed to

Black Americans; or even current Affirmative Action

programs across the U.S., where Black Americans receive

roughly 1% of all government contracts. Strikingly, of

the 30 Executive Orders, 8 Proclamations, and 10

Presidential Documents (npr.org) issued under

President Joe Biden, none have addressed the economic,

political, or judicial discrimination experienced

specifically by Foundational Black Americans. (Federal

Register).

 

     Part of the overall issue is that established Black-

American communities no longer truly exist in the U.S.

anymore.  How can you support Black-American-owned

grocery stores, restaurants, banks, hotels, gas stations,

etc., if there isn’t a single central community for such

services anywhere in the United States?  At one point of

time there were a plethora of thriving Black-American

communities throughout the United States; they were

cultural, political, and financial hubs of prosperity that

hummed and bustled with activity. Not just in Tulsa,

Oklahoma, noted for its famous “Black Wall Street”

but also “Birmingham, Alabama’s Fourth Avenue District;

Harlem, New York; Jackson Ward in Richmond, Virginia;

The Hayti Community in Durham, North Carolina;

Boley, Oklahoma; Houston Texas’ Third Ward

(Emancipation Avenue); Black districts in Oakland and

Richmond, California . . . ” and Slocum, a once thriving

Black-American community in Texas.  (Mainstreet,

Blackpast).
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     So, what happened to these Black-American hubs of

prosperity?  Simple, they disappeared. Depending upon

their geography, some communities were crippled by

eminent domain laws to make room for President

Eisenhower’s expressway offramps (1956 Highway Act),

while others were hovelled by overt acts of domestic

terrorism, as perpetrated against Black business owners in

Tulsa where private planes dropped bombs upon

unsuspecting Black people below from federal airspace.

These communities were literal personifications of what it

means to be homegrown bootstrap Americans, and yet

they are no more. (SmithsonianMag).  Stories of Black

Americans like Jack Hollie of Slocum, Texas, born into

servitude and later liberated, are a tragic example of how

Black wealth was usurped following Reconstruction. Jack

Hollie managed to amass great wealth during his lifetime.

He acquired a “dairy, granary, general store, and 700

acres of land” but was later chased by hundreds of armed

locals from his properties and forcibly disgorged of all his

holdings. (Blackpast). In 2016 the descendants of the

massacre were rewarded with a plaque, apparently for

their troubles.

     These anecdotes and other like them are not isolated

occurrences. There are too many unpublished stories just

like them to recount here. The more telling narrative

however are the statistics on current Black wealth which

paints an even more morose image.  American Blacks

currently own less than half of .01% of the nation’s wealth

(PowerNomics). Almost every dollar made by a Black

American is spent in the business of another racial or

ethnic group (PowerNomics), and the overall

unemployment rate amongst Black Americans in the 2019

3rd quarter was 5.6%, compared to the 4.2% for Latinos,

3.4% for Whites, and 2.8% amongst Asians.

     Dr. Claud Anderson’s book PowerNomics: The National

Plan to Empower Black America published decades ago and

laid a framework that leads from Black economic

destitution to Black economic empowerment. Its critique

and analysis is still relevant and applicable today.  Many

political activist assert that we don’t need more songs,

poems, plaques or hashtags celebrating Black

achievement--we need economic stimulation, judicial

overhaul, and political support to prevent the complete

decimation of collective Black wealth.

     Fortunately, circumstances are not completely dire.

Black Americans as a collective have over $1.3 trillion

dollars in buying power. (NewsWise).  Spending money

with Black-American owned businesses will help to create

private schools, grocery stores, and banks that are Black-

American owned, operated and dedicated to serving the

Black-American community.

           

     Here is a list of just a few Black-owned banks that still

thrive today and are committed to this mission: OneUnited

Bank, Liberty Bank, Commonwealth National Bank,

Alamerica Bank, and Citizens Trust Bank with locations

here in Atlanta. (Investopedia).

           

     Our law firm proudly supports Black-Owned

Businesses and actively practices cooperative economics.

CITIZENS TRUST BANK
IS ONE OF ATLANTA'S

OLDEST
— founded in 1921 on Auburn Avenue by African

American business pioneer Heman Perry. Today it’s one
of the largest black-owned banks, not only in Georgia

but nationally, with 9,500 customers, about 100
employees and $406 million in assets as of 2018.

Black-Owned Bank
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